
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 9/25/06

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom line is we are a regulated firm which can be extremely important in 
this day and age. 
 
Corn Fundamentals: bullish to corn is the export and domestic demand as well as technical developments over the past week. Last week's threatening 
forecast of frequent wet weather for this week gave way to a call of mostly dry weather and tonights 6-10 day forecast more of the same. 
Odds for Dec Futures: 5 of the most recent 8 years has found Dec corn futures at least trading at the same level which Sept futures expired at. Even in the fall 
of 2003 when projected global stocks to use were tight, Dec futures did trade at the Sept expire price of 2270. Sept futures 2006 expired at 2234. 
Harvest Progress:  Today before its release the trade was estimating 14 to 15% complete. After Monday's futures trade closed, NASS reported the corn 
harvest is 13% complete vs a five yr ave of 15% which in all likelihood can be quickly made up this week and more. 
CFTC/Price Report: based on multi year history it is not uncommon for the funds combined futures and options position to have one last crack at short 
covering before the harvest begins in earnest then breaks. Given the fundamental fact that the USA is carrying heavy old crop stocks and beginning to harvest 
what could be the second largest corn crop in history we suggest this season to be no different than others. 
End of the Day: it is estimated by the end of the day, wheat futures contracts sold on the day were 2,600, soybeans 4,200, soybean meal 2,500 and soybean oil 
4,000 and corn even. We anticipate follow through selling on Tuesday and would suggest corn might not be able to with stand a second consecutive day of 
outside influenced bearishness. 
Weekly Export Sales: as our custom "Weekly Export Corn Sales" graphic within our website suggest, 
the five year ave sales pace typically is sideways to higher into the middle-late October then weakens 
into the end of the calendar year. As of the most recent official USDA export sales data, 537 mil bu of 
corn have been sold vs last years 332 mil bu (up 62%!) and most recent three year ave level of 339 m
bu (up 58%). 
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 DECEMBER CBOT SRWW futures close is 4136 vs last Friday's 4190. Our key custom Moving Averages are 4160, 4050 and 4100. 
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llendale Lean Hogs: Lower CME action still shows this market is concerned about heavy supplies in the past few weeks. This week is so far no different. 
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Corn Technicals: Dec futures close is 2546 vs last Friday's 2552. Our key custom Moving Averages 
are 2500, 2470 (support) and uses a 2580 bear to bull pivot point. It was predominantly the punch 
through the first MA of 2410 on 09/15 which allowed futures to rally. It is our research which suggest 
a similar setup for Dec corn that a breech of the first key custom MA of 2500 which could lead f
back to the chart gap of 2424 to 2440. March futures close is 2682 vs last Friday's 2684. Our key 
custom Moving Averages are 2640, 2600 (support) and its 2680 bull to bear pivot point. July 2007
futures close is 2832 and its 50% retracement level is 2880. A chart gap in the July futures remain
below between 2774 to 2780. 
Corn End Stocks to Use: projected end stocks to use now at 10.2% vs 9.4% in 2003 for the domestic s
Projected world end stocks for 2006-07 now 92 MMT
LDP: Both the 6 and 7 year LDP average peak for corn has been Oct 11th while soybeans finds its peak in a range of Oct 14th through the 2
Ten Year Historical Price Trends: for this week through the 4 week total Dec Corn          Sep 25-29   Oct 02-06   Oct 09-13   Oct 16-20   4 wk tot
                                                                                                                      Higher Yrs  2        +05            +05             +06              +02        3    +16 
                                                                                                                      Lower Yrs   7        -05             -04              -05                -04        7    -11 
The Immediate Trend is Up, change to sideways on a close Below 2490 As you are able to view, odds weigh on corn futures for this week based o
the most recent ten year historical values as well as the four week total. Soybeans, soybean meal, CBOT and KCBT wheat, cattle and hogs HPT full 
description can be found within our Historical Price Trend page. 
Trade Position: we are long Dec futures long based strictly on positive technicals 
2470. We remain short March corn futures based on new crop harvest seasonal tendencies, heavy old crop stocks and technicals which at this point are non 
threatening. Allendale remains long term very bullish from a yet to arrive projected Oct, July futures, low into a late winter, early spring high based on our 
research in years when projected global and stocks to use are uniquely tight. 
Eggs Set-Chicks Placed: the single largest sector of protein meal use is poultr
near 34% and then poultry at a shade over 27%. The latest weekly broiler report has eggs set up 1% above year ago same week levels with chicks placed 
unchanged. Domestic demand remains strong. 
Feed Needs: please be certain to continue to check the updates on
"Island Bottom" formation which developed on Thursday is null and void after futures crashed on Friday. 
Soybean Fundamentals: before today's close at the CBOT floor trade suggested the soybean harvest to be 1
NASS reported the harvest completion at 9% vs its five year average of 12% complete. Like corn we suggest with this weeks dryer forecast than ho
were read the middle of last week, delays may easily be made up. Brazil suggest new crop production will be closer to 52-55 MMT, equal to the 2005 
harvest and not the extreme low 50's as very early preliminary estimates has suggested. Argentina suggest over 41 MMT which would be a record and 
could add if wheat acres are abandoned and rains arrive in time for month of Nov plantings. 
Export Sales: only two weeks into the 2006-07 marketing year and sales of soybeans to foreig
and three yr ave of 244 mil bu, up 20%. 
Soybean Technicals: Nov futures close is
6040. January futures close is 5586 vs last Friday's 5622. Our key custom MA's are 5630, 5610 and bear to bull pivot point at 6130. 
50-50 Odds: from the Sept USDA crop report to the January annual report, odds are not nearly as impressive as corn over the past ten
production could increase are only 50% whereas corn production has increased from the Sept to Jan annual report 90% of the most recent ten years. By looking 

at today's updated custom crop condition report for corn, its not unreasonable to suggest the Jan 
annual report could make that 10 out of the past 11. And after three consecutive weeks of improv
conditions for soybeans, it is likely it the may rest on the side of odds which suggest bigger soybean 
production by the Jan annual report. 
Historical Peaks and Valleys: For Soy
periods which could benefit the end user as a result of harvest in North America and then  
S  America. The research suggest cash price lows concentrate in the Oct-Nov and Jan-Feb ti
frame. For soybean producers the research suggest if you have to identify the one time period wh
history has shown cash price highs it has been the month of August. 
Trade Position: We have futures orders written to sell a corrective bou
soybeans. We do not have equal bullish enthusiasm for soybeans that we do the corn and whea
are bullish the demand scenario for exports and domestic use but we realize this years production is 
likely to be more than capable to meet projected demand. Nearby bullish surprises are typically 
weather related to the USA soybean harvest and early soybean plantings in Brazil, which at this 
point, there are none. 
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USDA Sec of Ag Johanns. Look for an announcement late Tuesday or Wednesday. Take it for what it is worth but one of the key wheat team buying membe
suggest they will have good news for the USA wheat market. Wheat planting progress of 36% is 3% less than the five yr ave of 39% and may easily be made 
up this week with cooperative weather forecasted. 
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519.5 K tonnes, sales were a robust 54% above week ago values. Now for the facts, we lost ground 
vs where we were a week ago. Before todays export sales release, 2006-07 export sales were 22% 
behind last years pace. After today's release we are now officially 23% behind. Sales thus far this 
year are now 358 mil bu and they pale in comparison to the previous three yr average of 489 mil bu
or 26.7% lower!  Rumors persist that Iraq may have already bought the wheat, 750 K tonnes USA 
and 500 K tonnes from Canada and may make the announcement on Monday. 750 K tonnes is 
= to 27.5 mil bu. Add this the total for export sales thus far this year and the level would be 386
bu vs year ago levels of 466 mil bu and three year ave of 488 mil bu. Compared to the three yr ave 
sales would then only be 21% behind for 2006-07 vs present level of 26.7% behind. For a clear 
picture take a look at the Special Reports section within our website and click on the wheat expo
sales link on the left. It is there you will see how weekly sales are struggling to meet up with last 
year and the five year ave levels. Wheat futures NEED this Iraq purchase.  
Heavy Dependency of Wheat Exports: of the 1.801 bil bu of wheat producti
bu is marked for exports or 50%. When export sales are starting as slow as they are this year, its 
creates the ability for projected stocks to build in the background. Until the USA is able to land m
of our bullish enthusiasm. With this in mind look for July 2007 wheat futures to possibly find its peak price in late March, very early April. 
Odds from Sept to Jan: odds have been 70% over the most recent ten years that USDA lowers wheat production in the Jan annual crop produ

 big ticket exports sales we may have to temper a portion 

vs its Sept report. 
Wheat Technicals:
DECEMBER KCBT HRWW futures close is 4710 vs last Friday's 4814. Our key custom Moving Averages are 4780, 4720 and 4770. DECEMBER MGE
spring wheat futures close is 4540 vs last Friday's 4610. Our key custom Moving Averages are 4540, 4570 and 4580 (key support). BE aware of that 4540 
level!.....Joe Victor 
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Cash hogs traded 50 cents to $1 lower on those concerns. One good thing we can note is we have had two days of relative calm in the cash pork market. 
Friday's pork cutout was up 2 cents and today's was down 13. There is no confirmation of a cash based bottom but no longer that is a good sign. Until we

confirmation of a cash bottom it would appear bears have a shot at filling that $61 chart based objective 
from the Head and Shoulders formation on the October contract. Fundamentally we say 
weakness for a few more days then rally into early October. The way to play 
this one out is to buy only on a close above $64.50. 
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placement number was based on large numbers of <600 lb calves which will be finished out late 
spring/early summer and not anytime soon. With that in mind the focus is on the near term cash ca
and beef situation. Packers paid mostly steady money for cash cattle on Friday with a few locations 
noting $1 higher action. Also supportive we can note wholesale beef closed higher in both choice and
select boxed product. That was the first positive close after eight straight days of losses. There will be 
speculation that perhaps beef prices have fallen enough to attract value buyers. We are still bullish for a 
move into the end of the year...Rich Nelson 
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he thoughts expressed and the basic data from which they are drawn are believed to be reliable but cannot be guaranteed. Any opinions expressed herein are subject to T
without notice.  Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. Simulated results do not represent actual trading.  Simulated trading programs ar
subject to the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Commodity trading may 
not be suitable for recipients of this publication. This is not a solicitation of the purchase or sale of any commodities.  Those acting on this information are responsible for their 
own actions.  Any republication, or other use of this information and thoughts expressed herein without the written permission of Allendale, Inc., is strictly prohibited. Allendale
Inc. c2006 
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